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### Title:
People of the Philippines vs. Jerry Punzalan and Patricia Punzalan

### Facts:
1. **Pre-Trial Events:**
– **October 28, 2009:** Manila RTC Judge Eduardo B. Peralta, Jr., issued a search warrant
for the premises of the Punzalans.
– **November 3, 2009 (4:30 AM):** PDEA agents, along with barangay officials,  media
representatives, and a tactical operations unit, arrived at the Punzalan’s residence in Pasay
City to execute the search warrant.

2. **Execution of Search:**
– **Entry:** Patricia Punzalan initially opened the door but attempted to close it  when
informed about the search warrant. The PDEA agents pushed the door open and entered.
– **Seizure and Arrest:**
– PDEA agents found nine plastic sachets, three containers filled with smaller sachets of
suspected shabu, paraphernalia, money, and firearms on the first floor.
– Saw immediate marking of the seized items with the initials “ADP.”
– Both Jerry and Patricia were arrested after being informed of their constitutional rights.
– **Inventory:** Barangay officials arrived, and an inventory was conducted, documented,
and signed by the officials.

3. **Post-Arrest:**
– Accused were taken to PDEA Office in Quezon City for further processing.
–  Subsequent  laboratory  tests  confirmed  that  the  substances  were  methamphetamine
hydrochloride.

4. **Defense Claims:**
– Defendants claimed they were at their store 50-70 meters away during the raid.
– Alleged the search was forcibly conducted without their presence, and they were detained
in a van for three hours during the search.
– Noted inconsistencies and missing valuables post-search.

5. **Procedures in RTC and CA:**
– **RTC Decision (March 29, 2010):** The RTC found the evidence admissible and the
search warrant execution lawful, convicting the Punzalans.
– **Motion for Reconsideration Denied (June 21, 2010):** RTC modified the sentence to life
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imprisonment.
– **CA Affirmation (October 28, 2011):** The CA affirmed the RTC’s decision.

### Issues:
1. **Validity of the Search Warrant:**
– Whether the search warrant was lawfully procured and executed.

2. **Chain of Custody:**
– Compliance with the rules concerning the chain of custody of the seized drugs.

3. **Guilt Beyond Reasonable Doubt:**
–  Whether the evidence presented sufficiently  proved the guilt  of  the accused beyond
reasonable doubt.

### Court’s Decision:
1. **Search Warrant Validity:**
–  The  Court  upheld  the  validity  of  the  search  warrant,  stating  it  was  compliant  with
procedural requirements. Cited A.M. No. 03-8-02-SC allowing RTC Manila to issue search
warrants outside its jurisdiction for certain crimes.

2. **Execution of Search Warrant:**
– The Court affirmed that both accused were present during the search, dismissing their
claim of  being in a van.  Prosecution’s witnesses,  PDEA agents,  and barangay officials’
accounts were found credible.

3. **Chain of Custody:**
–  The  Court  ruled  the  chain  of  custody  was  adequately  maintained  from  seizure  to
presentation in court.  The absence of Atty.  Gaspe’s signature on some documents was
deemed non-critical as integrity and evidence preservation were not compromised.

4. **Guilt Beyond Reasonable Doubt:**
– The Court reaffirmed the conviction, noting the prosecution established possession of
illegal drugs conclusively and disproved defense claims with credible testimonies from law
enforcement.

### Doctrine:
– **Chain of Custody Rule Compliance:**
The Court reinforced the doctrine that the integrity and evidentiary value of seized items
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must be preserved to maintain admissibility.

– **Credibility of Law Enforcement Witnesses:**
The testimonies from enforcement officers involved in narcotics cases are given significant
weight, presuming they perform their duties correctly unless substantial contrary evidence
exists.

### Class Notes:
– **Elements of Illegal Possession of Dangerous Drugs:**
1. Possession of a prohibited drug.
2. Lack of legal authorization for possession.
3. Conscious awareness of possession.

– **Search Warrant Issuance Guidelines:**
– Special provisions allow RTCs in specific cities to issue search warrants beyond their
jurisdiction for certain crimes (A.M. No. 03-8-02-SC).

– **Chain of Custody Principle:**
– The chain must be unbroken and every link adequately documented to ensure evidence
integrity.

### Historical Background:
– **Context:** The case addresses the implementation of the Comprehensive Dangerous
Drugs Act of 2002, aiming to curb the proliferation of illegal drugs in the Philippines. It
highlights the procedural  intricacies of  law enforcement raids and the judicial  process
concerning narcotics possession charges. The decision underscores judicial procedures and
the importance of law enforcement credibility amidst claims of misconduct.


